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Beneath the Moon
Holistic Tarot
Learn to read with your own voice and get the answers to all of your questions. For
years, Melissa Cynova has been sitting down with friends and neighbors who are
curious about the tarot. She's heard all the questions and misconceptions that can
confuse newcomers (and sometimes more experienced readers, too). Kitchen
Table Tarot was written as a guide for anyone looking for no-nonsense lessons with
a warm, friendly, and knowledgeable teacher. Join Melissa as she shares
straightforward guidance on decks, spreads, card meanings, and symbols. Filled
with real-life examples and personal explanations of what it's like to read the
cards, this book tells it like it is and provides the information you need to read with
confidence. Praise: "If you're looking for an intuitive overview of how tarot might
work for you and a pragmatic guide to learning the cards' core meanings, this book
is the one. It's a warm, fast read with plenty of swearing, and I wish it could be
bundled with every one of my tarot decksIt's that good. Buy one for you and one
for your best friend, and go through it together. A+"—Maggie Stiefvater, #1 New
York Times bestselling author and creator of The Raven's Prophecy Tarot "Cynova's
debut book struts forward to lead the pack with its authentic voice, candid and
nimble teaching approach, and ability to pare down the principles and experience
of reading tarot to its essentialsExemplary. Eminent. Authoritative. A veritable
gem." —Benebell Wen, author of Holistic Tarot "A punch-in-the-gut teaching guide
to the tarotillustrating how much the tarot encourages each of us to find our own
unique language and meanings when we begin this journey."—Terry Iacuzzo,
author of Small Mediums at Large "Melissa Cynova has written one of the most
accessible, relatable tarot books ever. Pull up a chair, pop a cold one, and get
ready for some straight-talking tarot lessons that will have you slinging the cards
like a tarot badass in no time at all!"—Theresa Reed, author of The Tarot Coloring
Book "I've read many books about tarot readings, but this one is my favorite book
so far."—Library Noire "This book is a major asset to anyone curious about
tarotReading Kitchen Table Tarot genuinely feels like sitting down with her and
getting a whole workshop series delivered one-on-one."—Amber Unmasked
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"Kitchen Table Tarot is for the beginner who wants to dip their toes in the tarot
world for fun and personal study."—Spiral Nature Winner of a 2018 IPPY Award for
Best First Book

Tarot 101
The bestselling tarot classic in a new edition with a new preface by the author.
When it was first published nearly 40-years-ago, Seventy-Eight Degrees of Wisdom
was an instant classic and inspired generations of tarot students. Often referred to
as the "bible of tarot books" it has now helped to launch the "tarot renaissance"
we're seeing today. Drawing on mythology and esoteric traditions and delving
deeply into the symbolism and ideas of each card, the book offers a modern
psychological interpretation of the tarot archetypes rather than a system of
esoteric symbolism. This book provides: A concise history of tarot An introduction
to common tarot spreads A clear and endlessly useful reference for both beginning
and advanced tarot students

Mary K. Greer's 21 Ways to Read a Tarot Card
The beloved literary iconoclast delivers a fresh twenty-first century primer on tarot
that can be used with any deck. While tarot has gone mainstream with a diverse
range of tarot decks widely available, there has been no equally mainstream guide
to the tarot—one that can be applied to any deck—until now. Infused with beloved
iconoclastic author Michelle Tea’s unique insight, inviting pop sensibility, and
wicked humor, Modern Tarot is a fascinating journey through the cards that
teaches how to use this tradition to connect with our higher selves. Whether you’re
a committed seeker or a digital-age skeptic—or perhaps a little of both—Tea’s
essential guide opens the power of tarot to you. Modern Tarot doesn’t require you
to believe in the supernatural or narrowly focus on the tarot as a divination tool.
Tea instead provides incisive descriptions of each of the 78 cards in the tarot
system—each illustrated in the charmingly offbeat style of cartoonist Amanda
Verwey—and introduces specially designed card-based rituals that can be used
with any deck to guide you on a path toward radical growth and self-improvement.
Tea reveals how tarot offers moments of deep, transformative connection—an
affirming, spiritual experience that is gentle, individual, and aspirational. Grounded
in Tea’s twenty-five years of tarot wisdom and her abiding love of the cards, and
featuring 78 black and white illustrations throughout, Modern Tarot is the ultimate
introduction to the tradition of the tarot for millennial readers.

Modern Tarot
Renowned author Rachel Pollack has spent more than forty years studying and
practicing Tarot. This insightful guide distills her vast knowledge and offers a
direct, accessible approach to mastering the cards. This book will teach you the
meanings of the cards and enable you to begin doing compelling readings right
away. More seasoned readers will find that this basic reference has a richness and
depth that will call you back again and again to discover your own truth within the
cards. Find new descriptions and divinatory meanings with a modern twist Learn
not only what each card signifies, but how to discover what it means to you
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Enhance your understanding of the cards with information about numbers,
elements, astrology, and Kabbalah Try the unique spreads inspired by each Major
Arcana card Understand Tarot's rich history, including Eden Gray's immense
influence

Kitchen Table Tarot
Charting the Sacred Journey Spiritual Tarot will take you far beyond traditional
Tarot card glimpses of the future, and into the deepest recesses of your own mind.
Using the three major Tarot decks -- Rider-Waite, Aquarian, and Morgan Greer -you'll be guided on a breathtaking journey of self-discovery and spiritual
awakening. Like an interactive "picture book" of life experience the cards will help
you to: Explore the archetypal mysteries Discover the ten growth lessons and the
four levels of maturity Learn the significance of wands, cups, swords, and
pentacles and how to expand the card meanings Interpret your readings Written by
the authors of The Lovers' Tarot, Spiritual Tarot is the life map you need to
determine where you are going and discover how best to get there.

Seventy-Eight Degrees of Wisdom
From a world-famous tarot expert, this book reveals everything one needs to know
for reading the most maligned and misunderstood part of a tarot spread - the
reversed cards.

The Complete Illustrated Guide to Tarot
The Minor Arcana show the human responsibility to fulfill cosmic needs, to enable
nature to heal itself, and spiritual truth to be realized in the physical world.

The Haindl Tarot
Now, for the first time, there is a book of specific tarot spreads that will provide the
answers to the most commonly asked questions about love and romance, home
and family, business and finance, major life events, and spiritual growth and past
lives. These 37 time-tested spreads help readers to see real-life readings for each
spread and bring each reading into focus for the seeker. 36 illustrations.

Tarot Interactions
Welcome to the land of tarot, where each and every card is an adventure of
discovery Journey into the exciting world of tarot with this comprehensive 78-day
course. Uniquely presented in a one-card-per-day format, this workbook provides a
solid foundation in tarot—and offers new ways to enrich your life using the wisdom
of the cards. Well-known tarot readers and instructors Marcus Katz and Tali
Goodwin take you through the symbolic landscape of tarot card by card. Progress
through the exercises in sequence, or study the cards in whatever order you like.
Casting traditional interpretation methods in a fresh and modern light, Katz and
Goodwin teach you how to interpret spreads by experiencing them as meditations,
activities, affirmations, and oracles. Discover the keywords of each card and how
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to use them. Delve even deeper with gated spreads—a series of spreads guiding
you toward a powerful experience—and integrative lessons on magick and
kabbalistic correspondences.

Tarot Card Combinations
In an America where the miraculous is par for the course, where magic and myths
are as real as shopping malls and television game shows, Jennifer Mazdan listens
to the modern storytellers recite the tales of the Founders. But when strange
things start to happen and Jennie becomes pregnant - from a dream - she enters a
struggle which threatens her own life and causes her to question everything she
has ever learned.

Mystical Origins of the Tarot
Powerful and universal retellings of seventy-eight divine stories, legends, and
myths from around the world, each accompanied by a gorgeous illustration from
acclaimed artist Yoshi Yoshitani. Many of the lessons we learn are shared stories
passed among cultures and generations. In this riveting collection of fables and
folktales from cultures across the globe, characters from beloved fairytales,
cultural fables, ancient mythologies, and inspirational deities are brought to life,
including Sleeping Beauty (Italy), Rapunzel (Germany), Jack and the Beanstalk
(England), Our Lady of Guadalupe (Mexico), Sun God Ra (Egypt), the Crane Wife
(Japan), and dozens more. Lesser-known stories introduce characters such as the
volcano goddess Pele from Hawaii; Mwindo, the wise and powerful king of the
Nyanga people; and the strong and resilient Yennenga, mother of the Mossi people
in Burkina Faso. The recurring themes of conquering evil, overcoming adversity,
and finding love and companionship are woven throughout this collection. Yoshi
Yoshitani's art style is fresh and unique, featuring diverse and multicultural
characters. Each story will be featured opposite a correlating illustration, both lush
and vibrant.

Seventy-Eight Degrees of Wisdom
Tarot Plain and Simple by Anthony Louis is the book you've been waiting for! As
the title indicates, this book presents the Tarot in clear language that anyone can
understand. If you've had trouble learning the Tarot, this book gives the meaning
of each and every one of the 78 Tarot cards—both in simple terms and in-depth
ones, both upright interpretations and those for when a card is drawn reversed.
Illustrations are from the elegant and mystic Robin Wood Tarot. This book leaves
nothing out! It includes an overview of the history of the Tarot and suggests why
this divinatory method works from a scientific point of view. It even includes
several spreads and example readings. That way you can see exactly how the
Tarot works, how the cards play off of each other and how to give a reading. Turn
to any page and see how you can learn meanings and interpretations. The Five of
Cups shows a cloaked person with head down and three of five cups knocked over,
spilling their contents. Upright the card means "mourning." But the key words and
phrases give you so much more. It can also mean regret, sadness, loss of trust, an
emotional letdown, betrayal in love, and much more. How can you tell which
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expression best fits the card? It depends upon where it falls in the spread and the
cards that surround or lead up to it. This is explained in the clear but
comprehensive section on Tarot card spreads, and is illustrated in the sample
readings. If you have been waiting for an ideal book to help you learn the Tarot,
this is it. The longer you wait, the longer it will be before you can give effective
Tarot readings. Get out that Tarot deck and get this book today!

Seventy-eight Degrees of Wisdom
Read Any Deck with Deeper and More Meaningful Results Than Ever Before Move
beyond reading “card by card” and learn to provide powerful readings with a
nuanced, flowing narrative like that of a story or poem. Designed for both
beginners and advanced students, Tarot Interactions shows how to interact with
the cards in a synergistic way, leading to more dynamic readings with any deck or
oracle. Join author Deborah Lipp as she reveals a unique approach to the tarot,
with accessible lessons on patterns and layouts, card pairs, using language and
storytelling to deepen a reading, techniques for interacting with querents, and
developing or utilizing psychic ability. Explore simple yet effective exercises on
topics from pathworking to meditation, as well as tarot experiments and games.
Take your reading and intuition skills from wherever they are now to wherever you
want them to be with this indispensable guide.

WTF is Tarot?
Tarot for Life
Second revised edition of this guide to the origins, meaning and psychological
applications of the Tarot which aims to demystify and to make Tarot symbolism an
effective and accessible means of self-enlightenment.

Spiritual Tarot
What can reliably guide us in times of rapid change? Tarot experts Rachel Pollack
and Johannes Fiebig focus on the daily Tarot card and simple magical practices and
offer interpretations for each of the 78 Tarot cards which can easily be put into
practice. In addition, they discuss perspectives reaching until 2024 the current
crucial period of transformation with 'Pluto in Capricorn'. It has become common
practice, since the time of the renowned Order of the Golden Dawn, to assign the
Tarot cards to individual sections of the yearly cycle (the decans). This quality of
time, which the Tarot cards also express (which, however, is largely unknown) is
skilfully used by the authors.

Seeker
Inspired equally by the classic TV noir Western, Have Gun, Will Travel, and Vladimir
Nabokov’s most daring novel, Pale Fire, multiple award-winning writer Rachel
Pollack brings us the adventures of Jack Shade, occult “Traveler” and modern
shaman for hire. Jack has a secret, and this hidden part of his past sends him on a
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journey through spells and gateways to other worlds, each one stranger than the
last, filled with such figures as professional Dream Hunters, gangster magicians, an
invisible spirit fox named Ray, an elegant Jinni named Archie, and the Queen of
Eyes—holder of all oracular power in the world. From the high stakes poker table in
the Hôtel de Rêve Noire, to the deadly Forest Of Souls, to a cave where he must
trap a sixty-five thousand year old demon, Jack flows in and out of this world. Even
when his own dream duplicate hires him to kill himself, Jack is mercury in
motion—Jack the Nimble, Jack the Quick—until he runs out of tricks and must face
his greatest fear. The Fissure King: A Novel In Five Stories collects the four existing
Jack Shade novellas, plus a new story that will require Jack’s greatest sacrifice and
change his very existence.

Salvador Dali's Tarot
Kevin Connolly was born in Helena, Montana in August of 1985. Born without legs,
Kevin was otherwise a healthy baby and grew up like any other Montana kid;
getting dirty, running in the woods, and getting dirty some more. In the way
developments tend to snowball, Kevin began skateboarding and taking
photographs for the first time in 2005. His first taste of living abroad came in 2006
when he left to study in New Zealand for one year. It was on the return home skating down a backstreet in Vienna - that Kevin took his first prototype photo for
what was to become The Rolling Exhibition. Kevin currently lives in Bozeman,
Montana as a photographer and professional skier. For more information on Kevin's
other endeavors, please navigate to www.kevinmichael connolly.com

Tarot for Your Self
Designed for beginning as well as experienced tarot readers, Holistic Tarot offers a
fresh and easy-to-follow approach to the use of the tarot deck for tapping into
subconscious knowledge and creativity. The tarot deck has been used as a
divination tool for more than two centuries; while the tarot is still most commonly
thought of as "fortune telling," the true power of the tarot lies in its ability to
channel a clear path for our deep intuition to shine through. Consulting the tarot
can help clear creativity blockages, clarify ambitions, work through complex
decisions, and make sense of emotions and relationships. Whether used for simple
decision-making or an understanding of your life's purpose, learning tarot can be
an indispensible tool for being more mindful of the factors that can assist or
weaken your efforts toward success. In Holistic Tarot, author Benebell Wen
provides a complete guide to using the tarot to foster personal development. Wen
gives a comprehensive overview of the history of the tarot and a wide array of
theories on its use (including its relationship to Jungian archetypal psychology and
traditional Chinese divination practices) before digging deeply into one of the bestknown tarot systems, the Rider-Waite-Smith. Beginners will find a complete guide
to working with the tarot, including choosing and caring for a deck, how best to
learn and remember the attributes of the major and minor arcana, the
interpretation of cards and spreads, the role of meditation in a tarot practice, and
how to use the tarot for improving relationships, professional development, and
personal resilience. More advanced practitioners will appreciate nuanced
theoretical discussions of the tarot as well as practical advice about reading others'
tarot cards and setting up a practice. Containing over 500 illustrations and detailed
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information on each card as well as numerous spreads, Holistic Tarot is a complete
compendium of tarot study that every practitioner should have in his or her library.
“A modern alchemical achievement.”—Barbara Moore, author of Tarot Spreads
“Will become one of the jewels in the crown of tarot literature.” —Anthony Louis,
MD, author of Tarot Beyond the Basics “A tarot classic.”—Sasha Graham, author of
Tarot Diva “A magnificent, intelligent, comprehensive overview and innerview of
the Rider Waite Smith system of tarot! This is the only guide you need to have.
Bravo!” —James Wanless, PhD, author of Voyager Tarot “A huge accomplishment
… likely to become the essential guidebook for serious students of the tarot.”—
Joan Bunning, author of Learning the Tarot “No tarot enthusiast should be without
this book!”—Chic and Tabatha Cicero, authors of The Golden Dawn Magical Tarot
“Arguably the most comprehensive guide to tarot on the market today. It's also
innovative: it deftly combines Eastern mysticism with Western metaphysics. It's an
impressive tome that presents a wholly modern, rational approach to tarot practice
while preserving notable elements of tradition."—Corrine Kenner, author of Tarot
and Astrology From the Trade Paperback edition.

Tarot Plain and Simple
Tarot Card Combinations is a unique, comprehensive, and highly practical
presentation of interpreting the tarot that has helped thousands master the
ancient divination. Dorothy Kelly's easy-to-understand approach shares everything
one needs to know to unlock the story presented when the cards are drawn. Like
other tarot reading guides, basic tarot definitions of the major and minor arcana
are included, as well as explanations of basic layout, and how to interpret upright
and reversed cards. What makes this book unique is Kelly's presentation of cards
in endless combinations, revealing how the cards relate to each other and
endowing each card with richer meaning and more subtle nuances than when
considered alone. Beginners will learn the basics and be presented with an easy to
follow organic system of learning to interpret the cards. Intermediate practitioners
can build on what they already know and for advanced readers, Tarot Card
Combinations will provide new insight and food for thought. With illustrations
showing 2, 3, 4, and 5 card combinations of cards in the popular Waite deck, Tarot
Card Combinations is as beautiful as it is informative. Reading tarot cards one after
another never reveals the rich meaning of cards considered together. Use Tarot
Card Combinations to unlock the depth and meaning of stories revealed in the
tarot.

Tarot Readings and Meditations
Mysterious masked dancers, sleepers in dream temples, dark spirits rising from
canyon walls--based on tribal and prehistoric art from around the world, and rooted
in the wisdom and tradition of the Tarot itself, this magnificent deck uses images
from the very origins of art. The kit includes a comprehensive guide to the deck
along with poetry by creator Rachel Pollack.

Tarot for Magical Times
Winner of the 2006 COVR Award Life can be overwhelming for anyone struggling
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with finances, career choice, family issues, and romance. Tarot can offer new
perspectives, guidance, and inspiration to guide one through life's difficult choices
and challenges. Rachel Pollack's warm and friendly approach puts beginners at
ease as they learn about tarot and how it applies to their lives. Emphasizing this
centuries-old divination tool as a fun way to spark personal insight, she
demonstrates how to become familiar with the cards through intuition. Detailed
descriptions of the Major and Minor Arcanas are provided, along with examples of
how they can apply to one's life. Overall, readers are encouraged to dive into the
fascinating world of tarot, where goals, dilemmas, and dreams are brought to life
by a colorful cast of characters.

How to Use Tarot Spreads
Joan Bunning's The Big Book of Tarot offers a complete course on how to use the
tarot cards for personal guidance. The author communicates the basic depth and
beauty of each card and shows how the cards trigger psychological projection,
enhance intuition, and improve communication with the Inner Guide. While there
are countless books devoted to tarot, what sets Joan Bunning apart from every
other writer on the subject is her ability to take a rather complicated esoteric
system and break it down into clear, manageable, and easily learned parts. The
lessons Bunning offers cover the basics and then move gradually into more
advanced concepts. Exercises and sample responses for each lesson help you
learn and practice. The book includes: Lessons on how to consider one card by
itself, how to look for card pairs, and how to create the "story" of a reading A
convenient reference section that contains two pages of information for each card
including a picture from the popular Waite deck, a description, keywords, action
phrases, and suggestions for cards with similar and opposite meanings An
exploration of the meaning of reversed cards and how to work with them to give
tarot readings a natural flow of high points and low points without abrupt
transitions Practical insights on how to work with and interpret a wide variety of
tarot spreads Note to the Reader: This book consists of material drawn from the
author's many previous books as well as new material.

The Tarot
Drawing on nearly forty years of tarot experience, Mary K. Greer has developed a
new energizing approach-made up of twenty-one stimulating techniques to
interpret or deepen your understanding of each card. Just as the twenty-six letters
of the alphabet can be combined to form billions of words, Greer's twenty-one
methods can be used in any combination for gaining amazing new insights and
perspectives. Emphasizing both traditional and personal methods of interpretation,
Greer's techniques involve storytelling, sketching, symbols, metaphors, dialogues,
acting, and other imaginative exercises. Designed to bring about interaction,
transformation, and empowerment, this twenty-one-pronged approach to tarot can
help readers expand standard interpretations and evolve new ways of connecting
to the cards. Winner of the Coalition of Visionary Resources Award for Best
Divination Book

The Complete Book of Tarot Reversals
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Paul Quinn transforms the Tarot from fortune-telling into the ultimate self-help tool
for intuitive guidance, empowerment, and well-being. Discover how to apply the
Tarot, as a lifelong resource, to access inner wisdom and gain deeper insights and
practical, inspired guidance in relationships, career, family, and personal growth.
With illustrations from the Universal Waite deck, the book offers 78 engaging
casebook examples (one for each card) from Quinn’s readings for clients. Drawing
on Jungian psychology, the Hindu chakras, and other esoteric traditions, he
explains how the Tarot can reveal unconscious patterns and offer soul-directed
advice leading to positive changes and greater well-being. Quinn also provides
guidelines on reading the cards for oneself and others, interpreting reversed cards,
handling difficult disclosures, and psychic self-care.

The Easiest Way to Learn the Tarot-Ever!!
Young Blood, Old Magic: A No-Nonsense Approach to the Ancient Art of Reading
Tarot You do not need to learn the tarot because you already know it. It is from this
radical jumping off point that WTF Is Tarot breaks down the ancient art of
cartomancy. This fresh, accessible and sometimes cheeky guide sheds a holistic
light on how to read tarot, from the foundation of magic itself to understanding
those tricky court cards to offering readings to others. In WTF Is Tarot, author and
tarot reader Bakara Wintner unpacks the magic of the Major and Minor Aracana
with shamanic wisdom and girl boss wit, illuminating their meaning with thoughtful
anecdotes and analogies that reveal how deeply rooted these symbols already are
in our everyday lives: we can feel the Moon in a howling barefoot run through
Prospect Park, accept the grace of Temperance in falling in love or a divine
intervention, “ghost the haters” with the Six of Swords, or identify when it’s time to
let go of an ex with the Hanged Man. WTF is Tarot offers far more than a
refreshingly candid tutorial on card reading. Bakara goes on to investigate the
magic of crystal healing, chakras, meditation and other magical practices. This
young witch offers not just a guide, but an invitation for even the most mundane
Muggles to welcome magic into their lives, and for experienced wizards to
rediscover it once again.

Around the Tarot in 78 Days
A queer cult favorite, The Beatrix Gates is a colorful mix of science fiction, magic
realism, memoir, and myth exploring themes of spirituality and transformation.
Courage and cowardice contend in a literary odyssey unlike any other. Written
especially for this volume, "Trans Central Station" is Pollack's personal and political
take on the transgender experience then and now—and tomorrow? "Burning
Beard" is a fiercely revisionist Bible tale of plague and prophecy told through a
postmodern prose of many colors. "The Woman Who Didn't Come Back" is about
just what it says. And there is of course PM Press' usual and unusual Outspoken
Interview.

Unquenchable Fire
A top tarotist's secrets to personal growth, one card at a time. The two volumes of
Seventy-Eight Degrees of Wisdom have inspired a whole generation of tarot
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students. It has often been described by readers, booksellers, and teachers as the
"Bible of tarot readers." It is also often cited as one of the landmark books in
modern tarot, and it helped to launch the "Tarot Renaissance" of the 1980s. The
two texts-one for The Major Arcana and one for The Minor Arcana--appear together
in this volume, which is a reissue of the 1998 edition first published by Thorsons.
Seventy-Eight Degrees of Wisdom draws on mythology and esoteric traditions and
delves deeply into the symbolism and ideas of each card. It also gives the cards a
modern psychological slant based on the pictures rather than a system of occult
symbolism. This endlessly useful reference tool provides a concise history of tarot,
introduces common spreads, and is a clear and readable book for both the
beginning and advanced tarot student.

Queering the Tarot
A comprehensive guide to the Tarot offers insight into its history, symbolism, and
practical applications, discussing the cultural influences that shaped its evolution
while outlining techniques on how to read and interpret a Tarot card spread.
Original. 12,500 first printing.

Tarot: No Questions Asked
The Fissure King
Beloved by nearly half a million Tarot enthusiasts, Rachel Pollack’s Seventy-Eight
Degrees of Wisdom forever transformed the study of Tarot. This much-anticipated
follow-up to Pollack’s classic guidebook will inspire Tarot aficionados and inform a
new generation of Tarot students. Enhanced by the author’s personal stories and
insights gained over the past three decades, this book on tarot invites you on a
fascinating and fun adventure. Offering an abundant array of new ideas mixed in
with enlightening discussions about Tarot’s checkered past, this tarot guidebook
features innovative ways to interpret and use Tarot, and a wealth of original
spreads to try for yourself—including spreads for predictive, psychological,
magical, and spiritual readings. All seventy-eight cards are explored from fresh
angles: history, art, psychology, and a variety of spiritual and occult traditions,
using cards from seven diverse decks so you can easily contrast and compare. No
matter where your starting point on the path of personal discovery, this tarot book
will prove a trusted companion for your journey.

Major arcana
Filmmaker Alejandro Jodorowsky’s insights into the Tarot as a spiritual path •
Works with the original Marseille Tarot to reveal the roots of Western wisdom •
Provides the key to the symbolic language of the Tarot’s “nomadic cathedral” •
Transforms a simple divination tool into a vehicle for self-realization and healing
Alejandro Jodorowsky’s profound study of the Tarot, which began in the early
1950s, reveals it to be far more than a simple divination device. The Tarot is first
and foremost a powerful instrument of self-knowledge and a representation of the
structure of the soul. The Way of Tarot shows that the entire deck is structured like
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a temple, or a mandala, which is both an image of the world and a representation
of the divine. The authors use the sacred art of the original Marseille Tarot--created
during a time of religious tolerance in the 11th century--to reconnect with the roots
of the Tarot’s Western esoteric wisdom. They explain that the Tarot is a “nomadic
cathedral” whose parts--the 78 cards or “arcana”--should always be viewed with an
awareness of the whole structure. This understanding is essential to fully grasp the
Tarot’s hermetic symbolism. The authors explore the secret associations behind
the hierarchy of the cards and the correspondences between the suits and
energies within human beings. Each description of the Major Arcana includes key
word summaries, symbolic meanings, traditional interpretations, and a section
where the card speaks for itself. Jodorowsky and Costa then take the art of reading
the Tarot to a depth never before possible. Using their work with Tarology, a new
psychological approach that uses the symbolism and optical language of the Tarot
to create a mirror image of the personality, they offer a powerful tool for selfrealization, creativity, and healing.

The Beatrix Gates
This lavishly illustrated book is the ultimate guide for everyone interested in the
history and practice of Tarot. Learn how to explore your subconscious and enhance
your spiritual development. Topics include: • How to read and interpret the cards •
Tarot astrology and numerology • Games that can be played with Tarot cards

Rachel Pollack's Tarot Wisdom
The tarot classic that first promoted the practice of reading the cards not just for
others but for one's own personal insight and self-transformation “Tarot for Your
Self was ground-breaking when this book was first published and is still radically
significant today.” —Benebell Wen, author of Holistic Tarot “Deciding to work with
the Tarot is like embarking on a long, inward journey.”—Mary K. Greer This tarot
classic by Mary K. Greer was the first book to promote reading the cards for your
own insight, revolutionizing tarot through a combined emphasis on self-teaching
techniques and personal growth. Tarot for Your Self uses meditations, rituals,
spreads, mandalas, visualizations, dialogues, charts, affirmations, and other
activities to help you establish your own relationship with the cards. All the
information is presented using the best in traditional knowledge and know-how.
This powerful breakthrough process will turn all your readings into truly
transformative experiences. Tarot for Your Self covers interpretations for the major
and minor arcana, reversed card meanings for all 78 cards, and enlightening
information on your shadow/teacher cards.

The Way of Tarot
Just who are those kings, queens, knights, and pages in the Tarot deck? Generally
considered the most difficult part of the Tarot to interpret, they actually represent
different characters or personalities that are aspects of ourselves. They also serve
as teachers or projections of our own unacknowledged qualities. Two esteemed
Tarot scholars unmask the court cards with details not found in any other book.
Discover your significator and your nemesis. Compare the differences among the
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cards in well-known decks. Match the court cards with the zodiac signs, the MyersBriggs personality types, and the Jungian archetypes. Learn a variety of spreads
that reveal childhood issues, career destiny, and a storytelling spread to spark the
creative writing process.

The New Tarot Handbook
Tap into your "sixth sense" and become a better, more confident tarot reader. Most
all tarot books present card-by-card interpretations as well as an instruction on
how to read spreads. This book takes the next logical step inward by presenting
the art of reading in a workbook format, and helps you learn to interpret the cards
intuitively. The book falls into two parts. The first part concerns learning about the
cards, and includes exercises for each card that teaches you to trust your
interpretation of the card. The second part helps you develop that ability, a skill
that Reed calls “intuition.” All the exercises, stories, card meanings, and
techniques really serve one purpose: to go beyond learning Tarot to living it. It’s
not enough to memorize the meanings of the cards, and you can’t do a reading
with a workbook at your side forever. In order to deliver a meaningful, accurate
tarot reading, you need to hone your intuition. Without a comfortable connection to
your sixth sense, the tarot readings lack finesse and becomes nothing more than
cookie-cutter interpretations. When you’re fluent in your intuition, you can develop
better readings and unique interpretations for each person. In this book, Reed
teaches by example. She presents the basics of intuitive tarot reading—reading
without any questions, any backstory, anything to go on. This book is filled with
exercises to hone your intuition and sharpen your interpretation skills.

The Shining Tribe Tarot
An incredibly fun, easy-to-follow workbook that shows you how to hear what the
cards are trying to tell you-quite simply the world's best Tarot textbook to learn
from with or without a Tarot teacher.

Understanding the Tarot Court
A profusely illustrated history of the occult nature of the tarot from its origins in
ancient Persia • Thoroughly examines the original historical source for each tarot
card and how the cards’ divinatory meanings evolved from these symbols •
Provides authentic 18th- and 19th-century spreads and divination techniques •
Reveals the divinatory meanings of the cards as understood by diviners in the
Middle Ages and Renaissance The origins of the tarot have been lost in the mists of
time. Most scholars have guessed that its origins were in China, Egypt, or India. In
Mystical Origins of the Tarot, Paul Huson has expertly tracked each symbol of the
Minor Arcana to roots in ancient Persia and the Major Arcana Trump card images to
the medieval world of mystery, miracle, and morality plays. A number of tarot
historians have questioned the use of the tarot as a divination tool prior to the 18th
century. But the author demonstrates that the symbolic meanings of the Major
Arcana were evident from the time they were first employed in the mid-15th
century in the popular divination practice of sortilege. He also reveals how the
identities of the court cards in the Minor Arcana were derived from a blend of
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pagan and medieval sources that strongly influenced their interpretation in tarot
divination. Mystical Origins of the Tarot provides a thorough examination of the
original historical source for each card and how the cards’ divinatory meanings
evolved from these symbols. Huson also provides concise and practical cardreading methods designed by the cartomancers of the 18th and 19th centuries and
reveals the origins of the card interpretations promoted by the Hermetic Order of
the Golden Dawn and A. E. Waite.

The Big Book of Tarot
Tarot is best used as a tool for self-discovery, healing, growth, empowerment, and
liberation. Tarot archetypes provide the reader with a window into present
circumstances and future potential. But what if that window only opened up on a
world that was white, European, and heterosexual? The interpretations of the tarot
that have been passed down through tradition presuppose a commonality and
normalcy among humanity. At the root of card meanings are archetypes that we
accept without questioning. But at what point do archetypes become stereotypes?
Humanity is diverse--culturally, spiritually, sexually. Tarot has the power to serve a
greater population, with the right keys to unlock the tarot's deeper meanings. In
Queering the Tarot, Cassandra Snow deconstructs the meanings of the 78 cards
explaining the ways in which each card might be interpreted against the norm.
Queering the Tarot explores themes of sexuality, coming out, gender and genderqueering, sources of oppression and empowerment, and many other topics
especially familiar to not-straight folks. Cassandra's identity-based approach
speaks directly to those whose identity is either up in the air or consuming the
forefront of their consciousness. It also speaks to those struggling with mental
illness or the effects of trauma, all seekers looking for personal affirmation that
who they are is okay.
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